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・To achieve more realistic simulations, modern applications have become more 
complicated , have more source modules than those previously used.

・Engineers need to understand program stuctures of an application before they 
modify source codes to improve its perfomances. However, the task of reading 
codes requires much e�ort and time.

・There are not many tools satis�ed our requirements as follows.
 - visualization of program structures including loops and branches
 - a non-proprietary tool under the open-source software license
 - parsing source codes of an entire application in Fortran 90 or higher

・FTNCHECK [2] and Source Navigator [3] 
- Refactoring tools
- Only call-tree without loops and branches
- Fortran 77 or limited features of Fortran 90
・K-scope [4]

- Fortran 77/90 source code analysis tool
- Visualizing program structures including loops and branches
- K-scope uses the external parser [5] that is underway to develop.
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→        STView
  We developed an Eclipse plug-in tool using Photran [1].
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↑ Regular expression is available.

STView performs the following three steps to visualize a tree.

Fig. 2 Overview of transformation from Photran’s 
AST to STView-AST based on the filename list

Fig. 5 Examples of visualizing program structures

Table 1 Sample Applications for the evaluation of 
STView

Fig. 4 Construction of a tree from STView-ASTs
Fig. 3 Algorithm of the tree construction

(A part of the STView-AST construction method)

Fig. 6 Visualizing program structures on Eclipse

Fig. 1 Features of STView

STEP-1
・STView obtains opened �les in the editor of Eclipse, collect �le names of Fortran 

source code in folders including the opened �les, and create a list of the �lenames.

STEP-2
・Photran’s parser generates ASTs for each 

program unit (e.g., program, subroutine and 
function) based on the �lename list as 
shown in Fig. 2.

・STView creates a new STView-AST that only 
consits of loop, branches and procedure 
calls to reduce the number of nodes of the 
tree using the algorithm as shown in Fig. 3.

・STView ignores dependencies among program units, does not use a building 
script (e.g., Make�le), and creates a single tree of the entire program based on 
node identi�ers as shown in Fig. 4.

・When STView detects a recursion structure that a callar procedure calls itself or its 
ancestor more than once, it eliminates the repeated callee procedures. 

STEP-3
・STView visualizes a tree based on the STView-AST.

・In the current version of STView, the following features are unavailable. 
To be made even more useful, we’ll implement them in the future.
- Interface statement in Fortran
- Preprocessing to directives (e.g., #if, #ifdef)
・Finally, we’ll publish STView online as an open source.

・STView created visual program structures for all applications (Table 1) 
without any critical errors as shown in Fig. 5.
・Even though the current version of STView did not support the interface 

statement in Fortran, STView ignores a part of the source code and 
approximately visualizes program structures in the applications: 
“AxiSEM”, “cftb”, “FDS”, “gtc”, “MODYLAS”, and “MOPAC.”
・We confirmed STView is useful to know the program structures and 
shows much promise for practical use.
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Name Description File ext. # les SLOC

AxiSEM-1.1 [6] Spectral element method F90+f90 80 52690

calypso [7] Magnetohydrodynamics F90+f90 694 17498

cftb [8] Crystal eld tight binding f+f90 189 55244

ever [9] Cosmological evolution simul. f90 23 5504

FDS-6.5.1 [10] re-driven CFD (LES) f90 35 144268

gtc [11] Gyrokinetic toroidal simul. F90 32 12809

MODYLAS-1.0.2 [12] Molecular dynamics f 41 40399

MOPAC-7.1 [13] Quantum chem. (MO) F90+f90 590 64132

NICAM-DC-1.1 [14] Global climate simul. f90 130 55300

RSDFT-1.2.2 [15] Real-space DFT f+f90 212 62656

SHF_OMP [16] Pseudospectral method f90 30 37491

SMASH-1.1 [17] Quantum chem. F90 33 75934

ver [18] Radiative tranfer eqn. solver f90 34 1585

Classi cation Icon Fortran statement STView class

ProgramUnit

Program MainProgram

Subroutine Subroutine

Function Function

call
call SubroutineCall

(function call) FunctionCall

selection

If, If then IfConstruct

else if, else

select case CaseConstruct, 
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loop

do Do

forall Forall

cycle Cycle

STView Starts from here.

Software Requirements:
・Photran ver. 9.0.1 or higher
・Eclipse ver. 4.4.1 or higher
・Java Runtime Environment ver. 1.8
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